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Quicktime movies abusively prefixed
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Status: Closed
Priority: Must have
Assignee: Francois Suter
Category: Content Rendering
Target version: 4.5.18
TYPO3 Version: 4.7
PHP Version: 5.3
% Done: 100%

Description
In the MEDIA CE, Quicktime movies get prepended with a prefix (either the base URL or the absRefPrefix) even if their URL uses a full scheme.

The solution is to introduce a test, similar to the one already existing for the SWF object, that checks before prepending.

Associated revisions
Revision 9b9c6180 - 2012-07-20 16:52 - Francois Suter
[BUGFIX] QT movies prefixed abusively in Media CE

If some prefixes are defined (either base URL or absRefPrefix), the Media CE will apply such prefix to any Quicktime movie even if said movie is referenced by an absolute URL.

Change-Id: lbe8b24da5df3689d841987f45e91c750a7a002c
Fixes: #39026
Releases: 6.0,4.7,4.6,4.5
Reviewed-on: http://review.typo3.org/12847
Reviewed-by: Francois Suter
Tested-by: Francois Suter

Revision e9314252 - 2012-07-20 17:00 - Francois Suter
[BUGFIX] QT movies prefixed abusively in Media CE

If some prefixes are defined (either base URL or absRefPrefix), the Media CE will apply such prefix to any Quicktime movie even if said movie is referenced by an absolute URL.

Change-Id: I4900af3b8db4ebf08a79a8c7cb8790ef563f166
Fixes: #39026
Releases: 6.0,4.7,4.6,4.5
Reviewed-on: http://review.typo3.org/12927
Reviewed-by: Francois Suter
Tested-by: Francois Suter
Revision 8851d235 - 2012-07-20 17:08 - Francois Suter

[BUGFIX] QT movies prefixed abusively in Media CE

If some prefixes are defined (either base URL or absRefPrefix), the Media CE will apply such prefix to any Quicktime movie even if said movie is referenced by an absolute URL.

Change-Id: ld47f14118df819af706b6af4dd6899de3dcf492
Fixes: #39026
Releases: 6.0,4.7,4.6,4.5
Reviewed-on: http://review.typo3.org/12928
Reviewed-by: Francois Suter
Tested-by: Francois Suter

Revision 259c25cb - 2012-07-20 17:13 - Francois Suter

[BUGFIX] QT movies prefixed abusively in Media CE

If some prefixes are defined (either base URL or absRefPrefix), the Media CE will apply such prefix to any Quicktime movie even if said movie is referenced by an absolute URL.

Change-Id: lb176225e95472c71f5877b009c1bb2fe8041b773
Fixes: #39026
Releases: 6.0,4.7,4.6,4.5
Reviewed-on: http://review.typo3.org/12929
Reviewed-by: Francois Suter
Tested-by: Francois Suter

Revision 3ce162d7 - 2012-07-28 16:00 - Francois Suter

[BUGFIX] QT movies prefixed abusively in Media CE

If some prefixes are defined (either base URL or absRefPrefix), the Media CE will apply such prefix to any Quicktime movie even if said movie is referenced by an absolute URL.

Change-Id: lbe8b24da5fd3689d841987f4e91c750a7a002c
Fixes: #39026
Releases: 6.0,4.7,4.6,4.5
Reviewed-on: http://review.typo3.org/12847
Reviewed-by: Francois Suter
Tested-by: Francois Suter
History

#1 - 2012-07-17 15:36 - Francois Suter
How to reproduce:

- create a new Media CE and reference a Quicktime video with an external URL
- display the page: nothing gets shown
- look at the source code: both the "src" attribute of the "embed" object and the "new QTObject" statement in the JS point to a URL starting with "http://...".

#2 - 2012-07-17 15:42 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Accepted to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master has been pushed to the review server. It is available at http://review.typo3.org/12847

#3 - 2012-07-20 16:50 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master has been pushed to the review server. It is available at http://review.typo3.org/12847

#4 - 2012-07-20 16:57 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_4-7 has been pushed to the review server. It is available at http://review.typo3.org/12927

#5 - 2012-07-20 17:07 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_4-6 has been pushed to the review server. It is available at http://review.typo3.org/12928

#6 - 2012-07-20 17:12 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_4-5 has been pushed to the review server. It is available at http://review.typo3.org/12929

#7 - 2012-07-20 17:30 - Francois Suter
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 259c25cbeb146702e5a9ba9baabf998820db1223.

#8 - 2012-07-27 16:15 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Resolved to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_4-7 has been pushed to the review server. It is available at http://review.typo3.org/13199

#9 - 2012-07-28 16:30 - Francois Suter
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
Applied in changeset 3ce162d7e9946fbf6ea9ae2d21410d17251b907c.

#10 - 2012-07-28 18:22 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Resolved to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_4-6 has been pushed to the review server. It is available at http://review.typo3.org/13306.

#11 - 2013-05-02 14:22 - Francois Suter
- Status changed from Under Review to Closed

This issue was reopened when the patches were pushed to the security branches. It's been merged for a while already.